EXPLORE ALASKAN WILDERNESS IN STATE-OF-THE-ART COMFORT

Gain intimate access to untamed Alaska aboard American Queen Voyages’ Ocean Victory™. She sports the latest in green cruising technology, custom-built for exploration in Earth’s most fragile places. Onboard scientists and historians share their expert insights along the way—and these pristine waters and rugged coastlines provide endless diversion for the scientifically curious.

A small ship designed for responsible expedition travel, Ocean Victory™ brings you closer to Alaska’s wild places. Count on unscripted discovery among the inlets and islands of Fiordland Conservancy, as you explore by Zodiac raft or kayak. Catch unimpeded vistas of mighty fjords from the wraparound windows of the Observation Lounge. Hear from whale research center experts at Five Fingers Lighthouse and participate in hands-on scientific inquiry with Cal Poly scientists. After the day’s exploits, enjoy fine dining on sustainably harvested local seafood and retreat to spacious accommodations with unmatched ocean views.

GO NEXT PERKS

- Reception with appetizers, wine, beer and soft drinks
- A Go Next Program Manager is your traveling attendant, on board and off
- As experts in group and independent travel, Go Next ensures you will be well taken care of with on-call support
- More for your money on any budget—get the best value with exclusive cruise line partners traveling to some of the most elite destinations
- Become one of the thousands of pleased guests who have traveled with Go Next over the last 50 years
- Sail with a team that is adaptable, responsive, and has delivered guest satisfaction year after year!

DISTINCTIONS

- Small ship welcomes just 200 guests, with a 2:1 guest-to-staff ratio
- Unique ports of call that are off limits to larger cruise ships
- Innovative X-BOW® hull—reduces ship’s motion for more comfortable sailing and improved fuel efficiency
- All-weather Observation Lounge with wraparound windows and platforms offering unique over-the-water viewing
- Ocean Spa for pampering and Wellness Center with fitness equipment
- Pool Deck with infinity-style pool, bar, and 2 whirlpool spas
- Enriching presentations in the Expedition Lecture Room from an onboard team of Alaska experts: naturalists, marine biologists, scientists, and historians
- Expedition gear including 20 Zodiac rafts and a fleet of kayaks
- Five distinct restaurants featuring sustainably harvested, locally caught seafood

INCLUSIONS

- 1-night deluxe hotel stay before your voyage—with breakfast, taxes, porterage, and transfers to the ship
- All meals and unlimited beverages including an extensive wine list, choice spirits, local craft beers, specialty coffees, and a juice and smoothie bar every morning
- Designer amenities, bathrobes, and slippers
- Mini refrigerator, in-room safe, and hair dryer
- Onboard laundry service
- Personal water bottle for use at refillable stations throughout the ship

OCEAN VICTORY™
AMERICAN QUEEN VOYAGES™
NORTH AMERICAN LANDSCAPES
Ocean Victory™
Built...................................................2021
Length...........................................342 feet
Guest Decks.............................................6
Passenger Capacity...................................186
Crew Size..............................................100
Total Staterooms.....................................93
Registry........................................Nassau, Bahamas